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Winter Park, FL 32789-4499
305/646-2120
December, 1987
TO MEMBERS OF THE CLASS OF 1988:
It is hard to believe that the years have gone by so quickly and
that your Commencement is almost here. It is a pleasure for me,
both personally and officially, to extend congratulations and
good wishes on behalf of the whole Rollins College community.
You have been a special generation of Rollins students, and you
are a special class.
Yours is tjie last class to have used Mills Memorial Library, and
you therefore are the "bridge" between the first and second
centuries of Rollins College. Our Centennial Observance began in
your Freshman Year with the dedication of the Olin Library on
April 17, 1985. And now, as you graduate, Cornell Hall is almost
finished, and the days of dodging traffic on Fairbanks Avenue are
over. You have played an active role in exciting years of
transition for Rollins College, and you have made many of your
own contributions to the strength and stature of your alma mater .
During your years at Rollins a senior was named a Rhodes Scholar;
TIME picked us as one of America's nine "nifty" colleges; U. S.
News & World Report listed us as one of "America's Best
Colleges"; and a Rollins graduate was awarded a Nobel Prize. And
along the way we turned one hundred years old!
You have made these years very special, and you carry with you
the affection and respect of all of us who remain behind. Stay
loyal to Rollins and active in its affairs, and come back often!
Good luck and God bless you.
Thaddeus Seymour, President
Ah tq**l opportunity , affirm*tirr actio* tolkgt.
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MARCIA BERMAN CYNTHIA BERRY TIA BETHELL DENISE BISBANO
ENGLISH SOCIOLOGY/ANTHRO. ENGLISH
SUZANNE BLOMSTROM EVAN BOORSTYN WILLIAM BOYLE JOHN BOWDEN
ENGLISH SOCIOLOGY/ANTHRO.
M
ROBERT BRADSHAW WENDY BROWN JOHNATHAN BUCHMAN KEITH BUCKLEY








































STEPHEN DUFRESNE MELISSA DUNSTON
ECONOMICS PSYCHOLOGY
CISSIE EGINTON PATRICK EMMET
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION ECONOMICS
PATRICIA ETSCORN OFIR EYAL
MATHEMATICAL SCIENCE MATH/COMPUTER SCI
EUGENIA FARRINGTON ROSS FENSKE
CREATIVE ART RELIGIOUS STUDIES
DAVID DUSSEAULT JUDITH EDGECOMB
THEATRE FOREIGN LANGUAGES
SHAHDAN ERFAN STEPHEN ESTES
FOREIGN LANGUAGES POLITICAL SCIENCE
KELLY FANCHER CECIL FANNIN
AREA STUDIES ECONOMICS
SHAUN FISHER JULIE FITZPATRICK
MUSIC POLITICAL SCIENCE
JILL GARFUNKEL DAN GARRISON AIDAN GARRITY DANA GEBHART
SOCIOLOGY/ANTHRO. PHYSICS THEATRE/MUSIC ENGLISH
KATHY GILTZ CLAUDIA GONZALEZ CHAUNCEY GOSS II ELIZABETH GOULD
BIOLOGY BIOLOGY SOCIOLOGY
RICHARD GREEN GAIL GUENTHER JEFFREY HACKER JOHN HAGE












































































































































































Asst. to the Dean
Diane Whaley
Asst. Dir. of Res. Life
Ruth Frazier
Asst. to the Dean
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Linda Lynch
Asst. to the Dean
Tom Wells
Dir. of Phys. Plant
LEFT: Anelle Shope, Sharon Jenkins, Constance Gibson, Diana Glipsy
FRONT: Sally Combs, Luz Rivera






LEFT: Lynette Wilbur, Wanda McGann, Norma Lunger, Hellen Shedden, Joan Braungart, Catherine
Waltz
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Arden Goettling, Marilyn Oglo
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(I— r) Carol Lauer, Robert Moore, Marilyn Stewart, Pedro Pequero
Dr. Edmonson, Dr. Lairson, Dr. Greyson, Dr. Croce, Dr. Williams, Dr. Valdes, Dr. Foglesong
(I— R) Robert Dole, Jack Kemp, George Bush, Pat Robertson
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FRONT: John Bowers, Doug Child, Ralph Nailway
BACK: David Kurtz, Kathy Cherry, Kathy Underdown, James Wahab, Tony Przygocki Sandy Skidmore
LEFT: Christine Skelley, Harry Kypraios, Kenna Taylor, Wayne Hales, Rob Stern, David Jacobson
LEFT: Bob Carson, Louis Sain, Don Griffen, Pat Polly, John Ross
FRONT: John Hague, Diane Pearson
BACK: Erich Blossey, Larry Eng-Wilmont, Pedro Bernal, T.V. King
FRONT: Roy Starling, Steve Phelan, Rosemarry Curb, Jean
West
MIDDLE: Kimberly Koza, Omar Castaneda, Twila Papay, Bar-
bara Carson, Alan Nordstrom
BACK: Wendy Brandon, Edward Cohen
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Front- Julianne Lewis, Jill Slavens, Sandra Tananbaum, Robin Koster Back- Theresa Franek, Kurt Wilbur, Robert Brad-
shaw, Robert Hartley, Denise Messina
Editor; Robert Bradshaw Assistant Editor: Sandy Tananbaum
Layout Editors: Theresa Franek & Julianne Lewis
Photo Editor: Robin Koster
Photographers: Jill Slaven & Kurt Wilbur




'Special Thanks to all students that contributed photographs
24
Dear Rollins Students and Faculty,
The Staff and I are very proud to present to you the 1987-88 Yearbook. We
hope that you will enjoy this book as much as we enjoyed putting it together.
This year we decided to add a new twist to the Tomokan by not having any
features. Some students were asked what they wanted in the Tomokan, and
what we got back was a resounding answer of, "more pictures"! I believe we
did an excellent job in fulfilling this request. This year, the Tomokan is
focused more on student life, and less on writing or stories.
Regardless of how hard any staff tries, there will always be those people who
are not satisfied with the yearbook. To these unsatisfied individuals I have but
one thing to say, "Get Involved"! Getting involved can be something as little as
getting your class picture taken, submitting your own photos of friends, o r
something as big as writing an article for the yearbook, and even being a
member of the staff.
After being the Tomokan Editor for the past year, I have learned a few things
about campus life. One of the more important things I have learned is that
Rollins could have a much better Yearbook if the book was to cover the whole
year, beginning in September and ending in May. Students and Faculty
should think about having a book like this.
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Front—M. Rodriguez, C. Hinds, J. Stiles, T. Hogan, B. Walters, K. Lankarge, P.Kinchelve 2nd row—D.
Whaley, L. Cravens, S. Donnelly, K. Sylvia, K. Mayfield, K. Giltz, K. McCaffrey 3rd row—A. Stewart, D.
Romance, D. Bouch, S. Digiacomo, R. Schwamm, S. Ostern, J. Fennell 4th row—W. Hicks, M. Delaney,
T. Matthews, C. Naleway, S. Doten, S. Smith, E. Vega, B. Walker, R. Beall top row—D. Helmick, K.
Koehler, G. Vance, S. Maselli, T. Rodgers, M. Freeman, E. Davis
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(l-r) Stephen Estes, Craig Comfort, Kevin Kapusta, Susan Heidacher, Ross Fenske, Laura O'Haviani
—
chair, Barbie Dolittle, Wendy Brown, Heather Conner, Todd Hayes—Sec, Sheri Weinstein—Investiga-
tor
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Front—Mike Guli, Tom Mavis, Brendon Contant Back—Andrew Judelson, Rusty Weidle, Jim Tagg,
Doug Dvorak, Tom Grey (l-r) Jon Chides, Alex Paret, Judy Chides, Mr. & Mrs. Chides, Mrs. Vogel,
Rabbi Maria Feldman, Mr. Vogel, Dr. Yudit Greenburg—Advisor, David Vogel, Manny Papir
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(l-r) D. Wetstein, G. Mchnen Smith, Bennet Burbank, Kelly Hawks, Caroline Irving, Steve Auger, Hoyt
Edge








ITerri Cromley, Leah Mason
Editor—Robert Hartley, Niquita Williams, Mike Truax, Rick Juergens, Laura Hope— Gill,
Fred Battenfield, Ron Falconer, Estelle—Marie Montgomery, Kenneth Rivers, Grant





DONALD CRAM— NOBEL PRIZE
"Contacted by Rollins President Thaddeus Seymour at his UCLA office, Prof. Cram stated that 'This is a day on which I am
very proud of having been at Rollins College. Rollins sent me on my way well—equipped to deal with the career I've had.









Here's to a great
x
88!!
A.D.E.P.T., the student sponsored
alcohol and drug education planning
team, would like to thank all of the
organizations that helped make this
our best year yet.
Our campus-wide activities have in-
cluded professional entertainment, ice
cream parties, and a bar-b-que with
live music on the Sandspur field. We
also had interesting, provocative
speakers to talk about the effects of
drugs and alcohol—this forced great






























Book and L\ ric Bv BERTOLT BF if^^Bm KLRT WEILL
Director S JOSEPH NASS1F Musical Directors EDMl ND LeROY fk JOHN V SINCLAIR
Choreographer W ROBERT SHERRY Set Designer DARWIN RE1D PAYNE
Costume Designer DALE F. AMLl'ND Lighting Designer IAMES A PACKARD
Technical Director TONY MENDEZ Vocal Coach C1NNY J. HART1GAN
THE CAST


























• Rollins Players Hon.
R
KEN AVERETT '89*
JESSE WOLFE '89* t
WILLIAM COWART '91
MARIAN HOSE '89
KATHER1NE M. RHOADS '89*
CYNTHIA L. CORBETT '90*
PATRICIA DORMADY '90*
MARLI NELSON '89*
MICHAEL J. GARUCKIS '89*1
EDDIE P. BOWZ '88* t
M. ELAINE KERST1NG '88
RICK JL'ERGENS '89
KEITH L. FINNEY '89
LUIS ARIAS '91
DAVID ROOFTHOOFT '90
DAVID MICHAEL GARONE '90
WILLIAM FREITAS '91
DAVID DUSSEAULT '88
ALICE ANN SMETHERAM '88*
t
NANCY HOWER '88




A1DAN GARRITY '88* f





Director STEVEN S. NEILSON
Set & Lighting Designer TONY MENDEZ
Costume Designer DALE AMLUND
Sound Designer JIM PACKARD
Technical Director CLAUDIA PARK '88*
t
THE CAST
In Order of Appearance
Max KENNETH R. AVERETT '89*
Charlotte ELAINE K. FOLKESSON '88
Henry SPIKE McCLURE '8 1 * t
Annie NANCY HOWER '88
Billy WILLIAM COWART '9
1
Debbie SUZANNE M. AARON '90
Brodie DAVID ROOFTHOOFT '90
* Rollins Players Honorary Society t Theta Alpha
Phi
tSpike McClure is appearing through the courtesy








Set, Costume, Lighting Designer DALE AMLUND
Technical Director TONY MENDEZ
THE CAST
















JESSE WOLFE '89* t
GEORGIA SATTELE '88* t
AIDAN GARRITY '88 *t
MICHAEL J. GARUCKIS '89*
t
DAVID ROOFTHOOFT '90
ANTHONY J. MENDEZ* f
ALICE ANN SMETHERAM '88* t
WILLIAM COWART '91
DAVID MICHAEL GARONE '90
A. ARNOLD WETTSTEIN*
LUIS ARIAS '91
NOVEMBER 27-28*- DECEMBER 2-3-4-S*- 8:00PM
'tntfcBM MaJncci Evening Ptrformmcti 'or Womuuon C*ll Boi OflVct MS 3145






Founded in 1 929, the X-Club is our nation's oldest local fraternity. Established as an alternative to national fraternities, the Club is proud of its diversity,
leadership, and tradition. Actively involved in all aspects of Rollins life and throwing some of the school's most attended functions, the Club is respectfully
known as Rollins' most social fraternal organization. The Club continues to maintain its tradition of close knit friends and hell times.
Doc—Sage & Spice can make a Clubber feel nice. Mavis—Have you seen my birds? Wedge—Takes the baconless express to Boston. Fester—Who? . . .
Transformed from a hell boy to a home boy. Barnes—The concert water flutist. Ian—Run around the corner . . . run smack into a tree. Martin—Happy
hour anyone? Husvar—Runs off and joins the circus . . . Rote—Just as sloppy, just as foul. J.C.—Starts off with Heineken, but soon hits the harder stuff.
B.P.—The California Clubber. B.B.—May never return, but his DFB legacy lives on! McTke—Will you ever get a rap? Foster—Spiders aren't going to help
your rap. Donny—Set up down under. Rich E.—Make me laugh. Holbrook—Do you get any Z's up there in the penthouse? Buddy—Hey Buddy, just say
no! Brendan—The bacon is away; will he play? Reed—Playin' in the band gets him one night stands. Pete—Do you believe in Miracles? Pup Dare—One of
Jerry's kids ... on and off the field! Grant—Majoring in Frisbee Keg. Gules— Is that a dent in your loft? Kevin—Colorado is the place to be! PABS—Too
sloppy to sail. Rich B.—Moving didn't really change his situation Berry much. Chauncy—Lost at sea. Bart—As sloppy as ever. Graham—The Club historian
attains Alumni status. Elmo—The heckling will be missed. Gio—Back to the Bahamas, Monday. To all the Seniors . . . What a long, strange trip its been!
Special Thanks: Hugh McKean, Scott Witherall, Forgotten Space, Club Bacon, late nights, Off-Campus parties, Cecil, 4 case party permits, Spidey. Special
No Thanks: Campus Life Committee, Roger Holler, Housing, Beans.
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John "Merv" Davidson—climbing gear for the Italian Alps, a one night stand worth its weight in gold. Daegan Duvall—69 cases of three-fingers tequila,
mayfest in paradise, Hello Spokane. Cippi "the Quiche" Cipullo—attitude adjustment, abid to ATO, more bang for the BUCK, & a mirror. Devon Long—
A
new knee brace for next season, a Spanish lesson from Leo's mom, a marriage counselor, & a date with Wayne Densch. Dee Purcell—Another wet dream
about Martina's heterosexuality. Dennis Roso—Mr. Ft. Lauderdale & a trip west of Chi-O. Gigis Lives—GIGs DIES! Scott Masselli—a check for $609.00 Mi-
chael Darby—a bit and bridle for Mrs. Ed. "Nervous" Pete Purvis—a clean SLATE & a map from U.C.F. "Nurse" Brenners—A life supply of paper bags for
his women & a daughter Fetish. "Michael "Who wears the pants in this family?" Wilde—a longer leash, the number to Spouse Abuse, & a map out of the
house. Barry Pelts—Who? Mark Carlin—an attention span, a Bond number, & a new experience. Rusty Weidle— Is Jupiter "RED" at night? & Platform
Shoes. Keith Finney—a leading role & a prayer. Joe Mahan—on campus driving lessons, "get out of jail free" pass, & a one way ticket back to the
reservation. Rob Ganger— tits . . . again, baconmaster, thinner but . . . Steve Appel—a new pair of sweat pants, a key to the chastity belt, Je'm appelle
Steve Appel vote for moil, & a natural blond. Jim "I want to be in the Bond" Berger—a zip-lock bag & a place for Santa to sleep on Christmas Eve. Andrew
Judelson—an athletic supporter, Pseudo Clubber, "but I've always loved the Dead!", & a duck call. Bobby Bowden—a membership to the Jimmy Buffet fan
club & a girlfriend that doesn't look like his sister. Christian Altaba—a translator & a real major. Chris Lich—a ticket to farm aid on a nice summer day. Rich
Whitlow—a pass to the fourth floor & a membership to RAP. Adam Waldman—a ticket to Israel, some more peroxide, & a walkman for parties. Rick
Southwick—a babysitter, a G.P.A. that matches his handicap, & a Ghost Big Brother. Rogers Mclnnis—directions to the house. Scratch-eyeliner, elf boots,
get a BMW, & another pet skunk. Todd W. Johnson—a place to live, one more trip to TODDY WORLD, & $30 a barrel. Tommy Coughlin—a personality,
Let's Make a Deal, & a train ride to Trembling Hills. Pete Maroney—a polygraph machine, a trip to the Mainline, & a girlfriend that isn't psychotic. Justin
Kellogg—a beer and a personality. Mike Morris—a key to 322 to see Kim & a muzzel. Mark McKinney—a girlfriend that a brother hasn't had & a child re-
straint collar. Tyler Todd—a trip back to the womb & a hanger. Drew Arnold—Good Luck with Jen; hope she is not a carrier. Jon Buchman
—
just keep on
running. Doug Lubin—"Call me up whenever you want to grind" Darling Nicky. Paul Keeley—Big Ben is a clock. Mark Marlow—self-actualization, a
membership to Calvery Assembly. Trey Paty—a haircut, a prosperous relation w/Zitzman, Moulan Rouge Visa bill for services rendered. SENIORS IN TEN
YEARS . . . Steve Auger— bull stud for fat women, part-time rug dealer/philosopher; hobbies: killing fish in his aquarium. Jeff "Skippy" Smith—after
backsliding to Julie, has 5 weeble children (one by mistress Bev Buck), stunt driver for AMC Jeep. Ernie Vega—opens taco stand across from Vega's Cafe,
beats father out of lunch crowd, mistaken for Marielito and promptly deported. Steve Phillips— is arrested for fondling small school children by offering
rides on his bike luring them with his pet ferret, 5- 1 in the walls of Rayford. Frank Zitzman—reminiscing about those red beamer yuppy days, Wall Street
drop out scamming way through Bayvillage Community College. John Myers—opens low key used car dealership in South Philly, sells dealership to pay An-
nie for a paternity suit, last seen in a Relient K car wearing his last pair of Wayfarers. Tim Gallagher—missing A.W.O.L. George Truitt—suffered psychotic
breakdown after graduation from his "work hard, play hard" attitude and mental anguish caused by Bari, led to dual personalities and lifestyles: by day a
Tandy computer repairman, by night a midget porn star. Steve Doten—wanted by the F.B.I, for embezzeling money from SouthEast Bank, later arrested in
seedy Amsterdam pub for exposing himself during a live sex show. Jim Doane— after being disinherited from his father's fortune, he is forced to work at
Popeye's to support Tina and Smokey Jr., driven to an asexual existence by Tina's affair with her therapist, now squandering dad's inheritance on phone
sex hot line. Geoff Henrion—assassinated during his campaign for president of Dallas P.D.T. Alumni Club, ashes used as a copier toner. And to our
pledges: You get nothing because you're whale scum!
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Mike Thorn (Spike)—Charles Manson, Lee Harvey Oswald, Norman Bates, and Spike; just a coincidence? Ted Toupouzis—no report, no women, no
life, no clue; and he's not from Maui! Rick Vanneck) (Ebert)— It's not going to be an orgy, it's a toga party! Why do all your women have casts? Carl
Warren (Coach)—"Cam I" have a long neck? Rick Weiler (Chuck)— running is my life. Bill Weidner (Doc)—Yeaaaa . . . let's get that going. Kurt Wilber
(Greg Lougans)—Hey Ken, where's Barbie? John Williams— It took him 1 9 years, it looks like it's going to take him another 1 9 years to get another hole
in one. Jim Tagg—He stole the show, and the house and our clothes, and he won't stop until he gets it all. Kimbo: Jimbo's Bimbo. Tony Marino
(Snarfie)—Digger the Dog. Mr. Club Juana needs another lap dance. Ned Miller— I need a fraternity Rebeca because I don't have a bitch. Bruce
Mitchell (Puss)— Hey, just call me John Travolta. Dork -n- Mindy. Dave Page—King Dave, too bad the only time you get it is when you fly your girlfriend
down. Rob Pfundstein—Leave me alone, I was almost a family man. Bryan Powers—He found the G-spot. Mike Rudenmark (Sven)—the Mad Swede.
Drew Samelson— (Chimp)— I'm sorry, you'll have to leave the party. Pete Siedem (Slider)— mirror, mirror on the wall, who's the coolest, best looking of
them all? Am I getting any bigger? Chris Swann (Cool Breeze)—Does the Model-T have a tan interior? Greg Anderson (Ferm)—Captain Nemo has been
dipping into the honey again. Socrates, Plato, Aristotle, and Ferm. Scott Borden—Make me feel special, "Doobie". Todd Bork (Decks)—Why do you
spend your life in bed . . . alone? Rob Bradshaw (Chaw)—Hey Normie, what's the fishing report? Scott Breslow— Is he really an Iranian? Bernie Brijbag
—
stinky foot, Robocop, you make a good hood ornament. Dave Collis (Toolis)— a legend in his own mind, but he just can't get one. Kirk Conrad— I really,
really, really, really, really, really, really want to be a Sig Ep. Bill Culhane (F.J.)—Junior is doing well and he'll party with anyone. Doug Deem (Deemer)
busted on Bourbon Street for not paying his Erin Rents. Doug, just say no to house damage, we did. Steve Di Giacomo (Jocko)—Shut up! Is JJ's open?
How about those haircuts! Obnoxious! Scott Doughty (Greenpeace)
—
president of the over 200 club. Will Ellender—What can we say, his whistle is
clean but I'm sure the girls all know. Eric Engelhard (Animal)—the Noid; he'll jump from the second floor to attack the low life pizza boy. Ron Falconer
(Ron Jon)— Finally somebody loves you back. Will she ever let you come out and play? Gavan Ferguson—the Leprechean, Have you found the right
stuff with Twila? Steve Franzen (Gizmo)— he's been fishing for Bonita, but she just won't bite. I love school but I hate the work. Hardie French (Siskel)
put the VCR in the bathroom. Was the nurse at the hospital really from Nigeria? Rob Goldsmith (Roids)—Whos stroke is better, yours or Laurels? Hutch
Haines— I put in my three years. Did you lose the directions to the house, or just your mind? Mike Hartmann—Does Steph see you as a Canadian Moun-
tie? Steve Heinz—lose the shades. We don't want to watch you and Suzy exibitioning! Sue, Stever's Beaver! John Heibert—the traveling salesman. Has
anybody seen my car? Has anybody seen the house? Buell Hollister— I can read the menu, I just can't eat until she comes up from Down Under. Gurgler
or Swollower? Ken Hyde (Buster)—nervous, stuttering, and jittering is no way to go through life. Matty Isaly—Trust me, I'm in college, I know what I'm
doing. Scott Janiszewski (werd)—They're never too young or too old. John Joplin—How does Wally rate your slalom? Chris Kreusser (Cruise)—Do you
mind if I dance wiff yo date? Edmund Leidisdorf (Mongo)— Bong, Bong want Zoog Zoog with small woman in car with no roof. Gregg Libutti
(Buddhapest LaBody)—Sylvester Stalone with cement shoes and head. Eric Loder—Pros and Cons?
186
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In my letter, my brothers I will harass, so I will begin at the bottom with the sophomore class. This brother couldn't wait to go, if you couldn't guess it was Nuzzo.
But before he decided to throw in the towel, he found his love in one Boog Powell. His closest buddy we all called Hammer, while she slept he tried to slammer.
Even this was not meant to be, so he made his way to O.B.T. Just when Hammer gave a darn, he met a new buddy, his name was Arne. Arne looked for a love,
he thought he had found her, but in his way, stood big fat Pounder. Supes once said Pounder is gorry, and yes he still lives on the second story. Now we come to
the room that always reeks. From Guido to Cornbitch, and now to a geek. He has no game and he has no life, but soon he will have, u pig, for a wife. Since
freshman year, he never got any cuter, yes it is, it's good old Cooter. From her picture, she looks real loose, so Cooter stays at home and spanks his goose.
Across from Cooter lives T-Grey, until October, we thought he was gay. His chick came down and sang with great cheer. So from Pyne's room, we all did hear.
Then there's Dvorak, who hits the ball far, but from Lisa's box, he has been barred. From basketball, Burnzy is our player we need to replace; He really gets up
but he lands on his face. Because of Danielle, Harry is soft. And maybe someday he'll oil that loft. It's onto the Juniors we now go. We will waste no time, and
we'll start with Pyne. He will go out each night in search of bacon, but would always wake up with both hands aching. O for October he did go, but in November
a load he did blow. Then there's Knobbs who puts the pill in the rack. He has made in hoops, but not in the sack. Now at home sits fat Roy Hobbs. Still back at
school, no one sobs. But he's done us even wronger because he has left us with the donger. Down the stairs we see Kamikaze Joe—he beat up the club and still
does not know. Then there's Pij who came to play ball, so now we only see him when he roams the hall. Now we come to Chi Psi's token. Without Hillary, his
heart would be broken. Up to the surf rat, his name is the Czar, everyone wonders how he got his car. Soon after the third floor surrendered to Jane, he has
found Deanna who is quite tame. After Fall, we added Dan Frank. Is his head a jug or is it a tank? Is it Lissa or Shred I should next pick on? Oh, forget it, I'll just
move on. And now to the seniors, who have been great friends, but this will not stop me, only the end. Until sophomore year, Fannin's parts worked just fine,
but ever since Polly he has lost his spine. While Doobie was here he was O-for-semester. When he was home, he was Chester the Molester. We are still yet to
see his dues, but soon he will realize w/o Chi-Psi you will always lose. Now to Wolfie who is king of the court. When he's with Jen, his back will contort. With our
friendship, I sure am proud. But that won't keep me from saying, "You're so damn loud!" Now to your puppet who lives next door. I think it's about time we
buy him a whore. So Train for you I will draw you a map. But first I think you should improve your rap. Often we have been invaded by this weekend creature,
but when it comes to foulness, he is our teacher. Poor old Dougie we all do poke, but he's the reason our validines go broke. I guess I cannot leave out myself
—
While cheeta and Driller set out for a race, Tags sits at home and stuffs his fat face. Yes, I am fat, and that's just a riot! Cause you are all ugly, and I can still diet!
We have never been known to have lots of class, And if you think that's true, you can kiss our ass. With all my pride, I will end this letter, "We are not arrogant,
we are just BETTER!!!" Y.l.T.B. Tags
188
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Carol—a dance studio and a date to dance with. Stephanie Z.—we leave
you SPATS to further your pool expertise. Tricia—a little gum to chew on and
a SANTI day. Deena—a little caesar pizza and some jane topping. Nicki P.
—
a lube "in" job for her and her Mustang. Lisa H.—a day without a crisis and a
night with her Phi Delt lust. Sandy G.—we give to you a new year of freshmen
bacon. Missy R.—a case of mousse for her hair and a few inches. Lara—an
unexaggerated story and her own Porsche. Ann C.—some Skippy peanut
butter and a Gig LIVES poster. Geri L.—a formal without the paramedics and
a stomach pump. Chris M.—some children with some height. Dana D.—
a
steady relationship and a trip back to Boulder. Jessica—a couple of extra
freckles and an introduction to your boyfriend. Polly—some corruption and
a drunken brawl. Betsy—"Wetsie", "lots of rum and a little coke," and a
"Rusty" nail. Ellie—a deflated volleyball and a night on the town. Julie—
PYNE tree to climb, a BRAD-ical time with a freshman and oin-TIM-ent for her
rug-burnt back! Sandra—rent a bigger bed next year to accomodate your
nightly visitor. Krissy M.—an off switch for your libido and a partnership in Phi
Delt. Stacey—a new phone book for all your late night admirersand a sub-
scription to the Wall Street Journal. Beth—a case of sponges and a credit
card to be used at every store in the world. Steph P.—a rendezvous with
Ziggy behind a tent in Wellesly Janet—a flashlight for your late night visits
through the Pyne's of Chi Psi. Heather—a boyfriend with a green card and a
day without Kappa. Krissy K.—a Sig-Ep formal that gets her home the next
day and a brain to come home to. Jill W.
—
grippy gloves and a brain. Ash-
ley—a new look for you grazing days and a day without a crush. Lisa D.—
day without Tex and a day with a clue. Carolyn—How 'bout them Hostiles
down under with William ... we know!! Jill R.—a day without a crush—John,
Jeff, who's next? Jen J.—some more bacteria from the lake and a bat for the
Minnesota b . Jaime—a room in the house and a visit to chapter council.
Peaches—What do you do behind those locked doors? Glad to see you made
it outside at least a few times this year. Nancy—a leading role in deep throat.
A.J.—a constipated rabbit and a ladder to Phi Delt. Connie—a "moon-head"
and a vocabulary without—"you guys". Nicole—matching eyes and a house
that doesn't smell like dead people. Catharine—a nice boyfriend who
doesn't wear girl's clothes and a day of common sense. Kathy—a bazooka, a





GIVE US WHISKEY, GIN OR RYE, WE'LL BE KAPPAS




The ladies of Kappa Alpha Theta posses many qualities and talents which keep us in the # 1 spot on the top of the charts. We've all had our own "hits" at
one time or another, and we can often be found singing them at the Croc Club, Harper's, and Two Flights Up. In addition to these night performances, The-
tas are involved in many other extracurricular activities some of which include: student government, A.D.E.P.T., the student hearing board, the writing
center, Panhellenic, ACT. Theatre, student ambassadors and intermurals.
The seniors would like to leave some of the more memorable "top hits" to the rest of our star sorority sisters:
Heidi "Love and Marriage" Rath: we leave you children that don't shed and all our best wishes. Candy "If You Want to be Wild" Kellogg: We leave you a
ticket to London and a car for Kenny. Rachel "A Momentary Lapse of Reason" Gould: We leave you Jerry Garcia singing Whitney's Greatest Hits. Tracy
"One Lover at a Time" McCoy: We leave you a real reason to get him to leave a briefcase. Sue "Nobody Knows the Troubles I've Seen" Basta: We leave
you singing "run away from the five and dime, Jimmy Dean, Jimmy Dean." Wendy "Stories Without Words" Brown: We leave you a chocolate "Chip"
cookie, a ticket to Kentucky, and a Porsche, of course. Kelly "I Didn't Mean To Turn You On" Meade: We leave you a man with a bedside manner and a
bottle of Myers Rum. Heather "Pump Up The Volume" Lacey: We leave you gyrating in the Bahamas and lots of chocolate-Honey! Anne "Anytime,
Anywhere" Jureller: We leave you a cruise to Bermuda for Old Time's Sake. Karen "Lips Like Sugar" Alves: We leave you a bottle of Geritol and a ticket
out of Little Havana. Laura "My Name is Luca" Sherman: We leave you a year's supply of panties so you never have to go without. Alice "Marathon
Man" Smethram: We leave you sound-proof walls and we leave us 1 4 front row tickets to your Broadway opening. Stacey "You Don't Have to Take Your
Clothes Off" Schweitzer: You don't, but you did. Lindy "Who's That Girl" Olsen: We leave you a year of excused absences, a Theta t-shirt, and a map of
the House. Cammy "Lost in Love" Corbalis: A day without crew because we miss you. Leslie "Attack of the 50-foot Woman" Simpson: We leave you your
freshman tuna and a reason to smile. Kelly "I Want Your Sex" Reagan: We leave you a set of Korningware and a date with a taken man. Christine "Doctor
Doctor" Sage: We leave you a set of 1 sessions at Arthur Murry Dance Studio and a night of balcony crashing. Louise "Sweet Home Alabama" Dietzen:
We leave you a boy you'll love for more than two weeks. Beckett "What Do You Do with a Drunken Sailor" Dent: We leave you a box of Depend. Barbie
"On the Good Ship Lollipop" Doolittle: We leave you some alcohol for your beer. Annie "In the Dark" Hughes: We leave you a years membership to Safe
Ride. Kim "Jump" Erwin: We leave you a fake I D. and your own salad bar. Day "Lost in Emotion" Laguardia: We leave you a one-way ticket to the
Bahamas and a Restraining order from the Phi Delt House. Kelly "Causing a commotion" McCaffrey: We leave you our nomination for standards.
Maureen "Here I Go Again" Redfearn: We leave you one boyfriend. Lisa "You've Got the Look" Stevenson: We leave you a generic polo because the real
one wasn't worth the price. Christy "Doin' It All For My Baby?" Hauser: We leave you a Boo-Boo free country. Heather "Since You've Been Gone" Wheary:
We leave you a kleenex to wipe all that Flemma. Kristin "Like a Virgin" Marcin: we leave you the pop-up edition to the Joy of Sex. Lisa "Mony, Mony"
Dyer: We leave you a motorcycle instead of a scooter—he wasn't invited. Elizabeth "Permanent Vacation" Key: We leave you a day of soberness and a
ticket to the women's mud wrestling championship—we love you pig pen. Kelli "Look What the Cat Dragged In" Toler: We leave you no psychos in the
shower and the 800 number to Dr. Ruth. Lele "I Heard A Rumor" Lockhart: We leave you a condo in Bedrock with Maahk.Andrea "I Wanna Dance with
Somebody" Minuti: We leave you a slot on Hollywood Squares because we hear you like to make guest appearances. Nicole "Daddy's Little Girl"
Nardling: We leave you a copy of the Joy of Sex. Carrie "My Boyfriend's Back" Pomeroy: We leave you scraping the Gumm off the bottom of your shoe.
Mary "Back In the High Life" Stubbs: We leave you a validine account at 7- 1 1 for late night. Somers "Smooth Operator" White: We leave you a directory
of single men in Winter Park and Imelda Marco's shoe collection so you'll never have to go without. Kim "How Much Is that Doggie in the Window"
Baldridge: We leave you a set of boxing gloves and two free marriage counseling sessions. Laila "Wake Me Up Before You Go-Go" Carroll: We leave you a
job at the Booby Trap. Christina "Little Deuce Coop" Cooper: We leave you a man with hair longer than yours. Shannon "Still Haven't Found What I'm
Looking For" Freeman: We leave you a table to dance on. Joline "Quiet Riot" Furman: We leave you a Whopper instead of a Berger. Lauren "Wipe Out"
Hays: We leave you a lei in Hawaii and a free Berger at B.K. Lounge. Julie "Secret Lovers" Hernandez: We leave you a Phi Delt of your own. Stephanie "I've
Been In Love Before" Hinds: We leave you a tye-dye to replace Madonna. Hilary "The Write Stuff" Jackson: We leave you drinking Scotch on Bourbon
Street and a real reason to go to Mardi Gras. To: Michelle, Shannon, and Jill—We love you too much to smut on you— YET!!!! To: Megan, Andrea, Louisa,




Kim "Pele" Cashman—Hope the private lessons with the coach paid off! Diana "Onella the Swede"—The Dr. gets off on Chignons and heads for
euphoria. Kristen "Ulu, schmoo" Schilo—What crawls or flies into your pantyhose playhouse? Is it a white tie affair? Gin "Miss Booner" Booher—Watch
out it's dark pots, you might trip over the John! We hope your earache goes away. Ellen "granny trap" Huston—Trapper the Snapper—she still trusts her
boyfriend, near and far although under a semi he drove her car. Debbie "Wild Woman" Drozeck—Too bad Santa Claus got booted to the North Pole, start
looking South and stop hanging around white vans with roses. Jen "the quiet type" Jeffers—Late night phone calls drag her out of Ward and she only re-
turns when his roommate gets bored. Ellen "Puff's mom" Richardson—How much wood could a woodchuck chuck if a woodchuck could chuck wood?
Dani "Aussi XXXX" Doane—We heard you drank a few down under. Jen "Hey hun" Smith—Don't get caught on candid camera. Rori "Banshee'
Gonzales—Who lives there, you or the furniture? Tabbie "Haeey Queenie"—Even though we kid her about popping, the only real thrill she gets is from
shopping. Meredith "Machete" Hall—Elizabeth 320 or Park Ave Knowles 409—where do you live? Alicia Rosenthal—Does your future lie in Forgotten
Space? Jen "Mad biker" Sargent—We'll give you a bottle of Oxy to get rid of the zitz. Cici "Wagonmaster" Vantine—Welcome back to fun Rollins and the
blank wall syndrome. Claudis "neighborly" Gonzalez—Norwegians are much cuter than green turt turtles. Donna "Wipeout" Murphy—Not to be found
these days because of a major itch that needed to be scratched. Jen "Where are you?" Velde—What were you doing when you blew off the formal? Steph-
anie "5:00 tea" Houghton— Is the score duce or love? Janice "Sofa Spud" Young—Never leaves the room except for a quick tan. Sandra "Mooch"
Murdi—Took the chance and ended up bankrupt. Kelley "Housing's favorite" Hawkes—Triangles caught in the webb of life. Tina "Weekend Wanderer"
Osceola— Is a "longhair" a part of the ritual? Jodi "Spaz" Graeff—On a windy day grag a "Captain Cook" and hit "Frog and the Toad". Laura "Crew
woman" Higgins—Mind if we ask what's so interesting about those Atlanta boys?! Special Thanks to: Pauline, Local Art, Woodie, the man of the house,
off-campus parties, and glow sticks. Special No Thanks to: no kegs on campus, bounced checks, ants in the courtyard, and nosy neighbors.
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Michelle "Moved from Chi Psi to Vanderbilt" Rodriguez. Julie "How about that significant piece?" Ashby. Denise "Traded her Chi O life for lingerie"
Bisbano. Gena "Can't get away from those Texans" Farrington. Tracey "Je m'appelle Cheota" Johnson. Daphne "Wait. Huh? Whaat?" Norfleet. Nancy
"Don't touch his toes" Timmins. Laura "Love me, love me not Doten" Ottariana. Julie "Older men have nice cars" Fitzpatrick. Lauren "Where did she play
the FLUTE & score at the same time? (only in Boston?)" McKenna. Melissa "Are you lonely in the Langford without Markus" Dunston. Debra "Nice laugh"
Yusko. Lisa "Homerun" Letter. Tricia "Why all the showers, do you get that dirty with Brett?" Etscorn. Lisa "What did those 9 V2 weeks of excitement en-
tail?" Sigman. Audea "Get a key!" Cusac. Kelly "Were you walking on the moon when you felt the STING of the fling in Mansarat" Ortwein. Kelli "So glad
you finally found the man of all of our dreams" Smith. Melissa "??????" Poivell. Karen "how 'bout that tender meat!" Rutledge. Melissa "Lee Nails"
Holgate. Jennifer "Did I really go to 7-1 1 in my pajamas?" Wolfe. Emily "Missed you Fall Term, but heard that Ireland had many prospects" Janoc. Susie
"My how those westerly winds blow" West. Jenn "Been to Jay's room lately?" Tillis. Bettina "I live on the 18th hole" Walker. Suzie "Are you
COMFORTable in Holt?" Heidekker. Elizabeth "Smutless" Smith. Krista "I am glued to Dave" Bassett. Sara "Miracle Whip" Carpenter. Amy "I'm not
going out with Markus" Gordon. Carolyn "In't that speeecial?" Bokelo. Macy "Chris is here" Kingoburg. Ellen "Really?" Ruff. Pam "My boyfriend can't
build lofts" Finley. Alison "Who wants to play flag football?" Hicks. Kim "Where's Ernie?" Lankarge. Suzie "Have you rode your scooter lately?" Aaron.
Tamara "Lonely without Dave?" Rivera. Jeanine "here's a map of the house" Rodriguez. Michele "It feels kinda weird" Throm. Jenni "Where's my
coffee?" Levitz. Allison "I wanna play!" Carlin. Kristi "I'm not as innocent as I look" Neilson. Dani "Can I JUST tell you" Moss. Nancy "Let's order in" Phil-
ips. Kathy "I've got a beau in every state" Smith Aapps. Kellee "You look like someone we know" Johnson. Jollee "Have you scored lately?" Johnson.
Stephanie "I gave my HART to the MANN" Johnson. Regan "Take a lude" Wohlfarth.
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Predictions for the Future . . . Ginny—Upgraded to Mercedes, but still no job.
Tia—The new "Julie" on Love Boat, "Nassau Tropical Bird". Karen— Selling
Louis Vuitton on Saks Fifth Ave. Beth Ann— Still skinny after all these years!
Sharon—Head counselor at Club Med . . . but, has anyone done the
*!# + c?* DISHES? Lynn
—
Quality control manager/customer service for
Volkswagon. Allison—New Age Philosopher. Ingrid—Author of #1 Best-
seller child psych book. Kathy—Doing the Iron Man Triathalon in Hawaii.
Bonnie—Dallas Cowboy Cheerleader. Tori—Making spaghetti for the mem-
bers of Van Halen. Christine— Married to Crocodile Dundee, living in the
outback. Caroline— Full time baby sitter . . . What time did they say they'd be
home? Jane—Permanent R. A. for the Sorbonne. Randy—Teaching the Aus-
sies how to count kangaroos. Kathy F.—Member of Tom Selleck's V-ball
team. Lynn T.—President of Phi Mu collection agency. Rachel— President of
I.B.M. based in N.Y. Melanie—Based in Paris, a Lanecome rep . . . selling
lingerie on the side. Kadi—Look out . . . it's American Bandstand's new
hostess. Jackie—Married, divorced . . . married, divorced
. . . married, di-
vorced . . . with three kids. Erica—Music therapist at Boston General ... for
disturbed rabbits. Helen— Frederick's of Hollywood model. Payne—Our very
own Beverly Hills madame, based in Denver. Marlynn— Full contract with
"Rocky Horror Picture Show". Beth—Made millions playing stock market
game. ... and MANY THANKS to our BIG BROTHERS: Luis, Craig, Mark,













FRONT: Brad Johnson, Mark McKinney, Oyvind Klausen, Ted Scheel, Aaron Kindel, John Lewis,
David Behrman, Jon Pfaff, Mark Marlowe BACK: David Fall (COACH), John Gurke, Chris
Koegler, Paul Vernon, Simon lllman, Pat Howard, Tim Gallagher, Declan Link, Peter Chavannes,
Daegan Duvall, Keith Buckley, Ajit Korgaokar
9-10 SEATTLE-PACIFIC 0-1 (L)
9-13 FLORIDA INTERNATIONAL 2-3 (L)
9-16 FLORIDA SOUTHERN 5-0 (W)
9-20 DAVIS & ELKINS 2-1 OT (W)
9-22 at Flagler 2-0 (W)
9-26 at Georgia State 0-0 OT (T)
9-28 at Berry (GA) 2-0 (W)
10-3 RICHMOND (UCF) 1-1 OT (T)
10-4 COASTAL CAROLINA (@ UCF) 1-2 (L)
10-7 at Jacksonville 6-1 (W)
10-10 TAMPA 1-2 (L)
10-14 at South Florida 0-5 (L)
10-17 ERSKINE 7-2 (W)
10-19 FLORIDA INSTITUTE OF TECH. 4-5 OT (L)
10-21 ECKERD 4-2 (W)
1 1-1 BARRY 1-1 OT (T)
1 1-4 at Central Florida 1-5 (L)






First row: Mike Rudenmark, Chris Swann, Tony Knight, Paul Fong, Rusty Weidle, Andrew Ross,
Second Row: Liza Oxnard, Kim Laskoff, Britt Larsen, Tawn Larsen, Jennifer Johnson, Asst.
Coach: Rick Steubing, Third Row: Captain: Hutch Haines, Michelle Mason, Stephanie Johnson,






Sept. 12-13 at Florida Southern Tallahassee
Sept. 26-27 Team Trails at Eckerd College St. Petersburg
Oct. 9-1 1 NATIONAL
COLLEGIATE GROVELAND
WATERSKIING CHAMPIONSHIPS
Oct. 24-25 at Florida Gainesville







FIRST ROW: Kathy Fields, Pam Hopkins, Jacci Wozniak, Falecia Douglas, Co-Captain: Dana
Gebhart, Nicole Wells, Second row: Chris Murno, Co-Captain: Kathy Barma, Jolee Johnson,
Donna Konjarevich, Ellie Collister, Kellee Johnson, Anne Boiling, COACH (NOT PICTURED) Peg
Jarnigan
RECORD: 32-10
Sept. 9 CENTRAL FLORIDA Oct. 9-10 at North Carolina-Asheville
Sept. 1
1
at College of Charleston Oct. 13 at Stetson
Sept. 12 at College of Charleston Oct. 16-17 at St. Leo Invitational
Sept. 15 at Central Florida Oct. 20 at Eckerd
Sept. 17 at Bethune-Cookman Oct. 22 * at St. Leo
Sept. 24 FLORIDA SOUTHERN Oct. 27 at Florida Southern
Sept. 25 ROLLINS INVIT. TOURNAMENT Oct. 29 STETSON
Sept. 26 (Rollins, St. Leo, Bethune-Cookman, Oct. 31 FLORIDA ATLANTIC
Nova, Florida, Atlantic, Eckerd, Tampa, Nov. 3 * at F.l.T.
Western State (Colorado), Charleston, Tenn.- Nov. 6-7 at West Georgia Invitational
Chattanooga Nov. 10 * ST. LEO
Sept. 29 FIT. Nov. 12 TAMPA
Oct. 1 BETHUNE-COOKMAN Nov. 17 ECKERD





FRONT: Al Simonds, Todd Renner, Scott Borden, John Williams, Scott Doughty, BACK: Scott
Lamoureaux, Rick Wedge, Peter Siedem, Mike Smith, Not Pictured: Rob Pfundstein, Peter Up-
son, Rob Mason
Oct. 4-6 at Stetson Invitational Indigo Lakes
Oct. 16-18 at Erau Invitational Palm Harbour
Oct. 24-25 at Dixie Invitational Columbus, Ga.
Nov. 6-7 at Florida Intercollegiate Tnmt. Pelican Bay
Nov. 2 1 CITRUS BOWL CO-AM TOURNAMENTHunter's Creek GC
(Orlando, Fla)




The Rollins Softball Team!!!
Feb. 23 (Tues) BETHUNE-COOKMAN
Mar. 1 (Tues) at Bethune-Cookman
Mar. 7 (Mon) F.l.T.
Mar. 8 (Tues) FLORISSANT VALLEY COLLEGE (3 P.M.)
Mar. 1 1 (Fri) LAKE FOREST COLLEGE (IL)
Mar. 14 (Mon) at St. Leo
Mar. 1 5 (Tues) TAMPA
Mar. 17 (Thurs) at Florida Southern
Mar. 21 (Mon) ECKERD
Mar. 23 (Wed) URBANA UNIV. (OHIO)
Mar. 24 (Thurs) at F.l.T.
Mar. 31 (Thurs) ST. LEO
April 4 (Mon) FLORIDA SOUTHERN
April 6 (Wed) CALVIN COLLEGE (Ml)
April 7 (Thurs) at Eckerd
April 9 (Sat) at Tampa (7 P.M.)













Sept. 11-13 at Tropical Invitational
Sept. 26-29 C.L. VARNER MEMORIAL TOURNAMENT
Oct. 3-5 at Rolex Southern Intercollegiate
Nov. 6-8 at Florida State Intercollegiate
Nov. 27-29 BUCKY COPELAND MEMORIAL TOURNAMENT
Jan. 2-5 CITRUS BOWL INVITATIONAL







































Oct. 31 -Nov. 2
Nov. 13-15
C.L. VARNER MEMORIAL TOURNAMENT
at Roberta Alison Southern
Intercollegiate Tournament
at Florida— Women's Intercollegiate
State Championships









FRONT; Kyle Frak.es, Student Assist., Mitchell Woods, Terry North, Scott Martin, Tim Skaggs, Dan Michalak, Troy
Kessinger, BACK: Gene Usery, Assist. Coach, Greg Eckstein, Dan Wolf, Curt Fiser, Mike Reeves, Todd Murphy, Cameron
Forbes, Andy Holman, Jeff Wolf, Tom Klusman, Head Coach
B
Nov. 23 SUNY-BINGHAMPTON Jan. 16 *at Tampa













Dec. 7 at Flagler Feb. 3 *TAMPA
Dec. 12 at Northwestern Feb. 6 *at F. I. T. L
Dec. 16 at Dayton Feb. 10 ^FLORIDA SOUTHERN
Dec. 30 GORDON Feb. 13 *ECKERD
Jan. 4 PFEIFFER Feb. 17 *at Florida Southern
Jan. 6 ASSUMPTION Feb. 20 CENTRAL FLORIDA
Jan. 8 WESLEY Feb. 24 *at St. Leo







FRONT: Doyne Calvert, Kim Erwin, Mary Johnson, Jeri Feree, Janice Abaray, Carissa Andres BACK: Glen Wilkes, Jr.,





Jan. 30 *ST. LEO
Feb. 3 *TAMPA
Feb. 6
•at F. I. T.
Feb. 8 CENTRAL FLORIDA
Feb. 10 *FLORIDA SOUTHERN
Feb. 13 *ECKERD
Feb. 15 FLAGLER
Feb. 17 *at Florida Southern
Feb. 20 TUSKEGEE INSTITUTE
Feb. 24
•at St. Leo
Feb. 27 FLORIDA ATLANTIC
:
Nov. 23 FLORIDA MEMORIAL
Nov. 30 MONMOUTH (IL)
Dec. 3 at Randolph-Macon
Dec
-




























THE ROLLINS CREW TEAM!!!
MARCH
Sal. 5 METRO CUP - ROLLINS VS. UCF
Sat 12 at Mayors Cup
(Rollins, UCF, FIT, Tampa, U of Miami, Jacksonville, Drexel*
at Miami International Regatta
(Rnllinc IITf TIT I irLcnnwillo Timni \A'oclnv;^n Inml ^C
Sat. 19
(Rollins, UCF. FIT, Jacksonville. Tampa, Wcslcyan, lona
Sat. 26 at President's Cup Regatta
(Rollins, Tampa, UCF, Miami, FIT, Yale, Jacksonville,
Boston U.)
APRIL
Sat 2 at Augusta Invitational Regatta
(Rollins, UCF, FIT, Jacksonville, Duke, GeorgetownM Charleston. Oxford, Miami, Wisconsin, Temple, TennesseeMichigan, Purdue)
Sat. 9 U.T. BRADLEY CUP
E
(Rollins, Tampa, Jacksonville, Flagler)
Sat. 16 at Governor's Cup Regatta
N
(Rollins, Tampa, UCF, FIT, Miami, Tennessee,
Jacksonville)
Sat. 23 at Florida Intercollegiate ChampionshipsSSat. 30 at Southern Intercollegiate Championships
MAY




























Metro Cup- Rollins vs. UCF
at Mayors Cup
(Rollins, UCF, FIT, Tampa, U of Miami.Jacksonville.Drexel)
at Miami International Regatta
(Rollins, UCF, FIT, Jacksonville,Tampa,Wesleyan,lona)
at Predsident's Cup Regatta
(Rollins, Tampa,UCF,FIT,Miami,Yale,Jacksonville,Boston U)
at Augusta Invitational Regatta Augusta,
GA
(Rollins.UCF.FIT, Jacksonville,Duke,Georgetown,Charleston,





at Governor's Cup Regatta
(Rollins, Tampa, UCF, FIT,Miami,Tennessee,Jacksonville)
at Florida Intercollegiate Championships
at Southern Collegiate Championships













FRONT: Kathy Giltz, Heidi Carlisle, Jodi Washburn, Stephanie Harris BACK: Coach; Don Cook, Steve Estes, Jon Buchman,








MENS & WOMENS CROSS COUNTRY
1987-88
Sat. 19 St. Leo College Invitational St. Leo
Thu. 24 University of Central Florida/Rollins/
Stetson
Orlando/UCF
Sat. 26 Florida Southern College Invitational Lakeland
OCTOBER
Fri. 9 Florida International University Miami
Thu. 15 University of Central Florida/Rollins/
Stetson/Florida Institute of Technology
Orlando/UCF
Sat. 17 Stetson Invitational Deland










Sept. 12-13 at South Atlanta Points #1 St. Petersburg
Oct. 3-4 at South Atlantic Points #2 Univ. of Florida
Oct. 10-11 at South Atlantic Points #3 Florida State







Sept. 27(Sun) at Florida
Oct. 3(Sat) FLORIDA
Oct. 11 (Sun) COLLEGE OF BOCA RATON
Oct. 16(Fri) ST. THOMAS UNIVERSITY
Oct. 24-25(Sat-Sun) at Boca Raton Tournament
24th- vs College of Boca Raton




Front— F. Seymour, T. Watkins, P. Janus, H. Ball, G. Conley, R. Hemlick, S. McKinsey, J. Dymkowski Middle—T. Streeter,
L. Pijanowski, J. Bellini, D. Garrisin. J. Kendrigan, K. Jones, M. Webb, T. Coffie, K. Koehler, D. Flynn Back—A. Mastran-
gelo, D. Card, C. Bellenger, M. Camille, C. Conelly, D. Ciambella, D. Hemlick, M. Sonaglia, J. Pellecchia, W. Gailey, R.
Berry, M. Meyer, G. Roberts, W. Hicks, M. Lynch, D. Dvorak, T. Rodriguez
FEBRUARY 13 (Sun) ITHACA COLLEGE (NY)
12 (Fri) FLORIDA ATLANTIC 14 (Mon) UNIV. OF MARYLAND
13 (Sat) FLORIDA ATLANTIC 15 (Tues) UNIV. OF MARYLAND
15 (Mon) BARRY UNIVERSITY 16 (Wed) YALE
17 (Wed) CENTRAL FLORIDA 17 (Thurs) BRADLEY
19 (Fri) at Barry University 19 (Sat) UNIV. OF INDIANA
20 (Sat) at Florida Atlantic 22 (Tues) 'FLORIDA SOUTHERN
21 (Sun) at Florida Atlantic 23 (Wed) *at Florida Southern
23 (Tues) at Bethune-Cookman 26 (Sat) *TAMPA
24 (Wed) at Flagler 27 (Sun) *at Tampa
25 (Thurs) FLAGLER 29 (Tues) *at Eckerd
27 (Sat) BETHUNE-COOKMAN 30 (Wed) *ECKERD
29 (Mon) WARNER SOUTHERN COLL. APRIL
MARCH 2 (Sat) *at F.l.T.
1 (Tues) STETSON UNIV. 3 (Sun) *F.I.T.
2 (Wed) at Central Florida 5 (Tues) *at St. Leo
4 (Fri) UNIV. OF DETROIT 6 (Wed) *ST. LEO
5 (Sat) ITHACA COLLEGE (NY) 9 (Sat) *at Florida Southern
UNIV. OF PENNSYLVANIA 10 (Sun) *FLORIDA SOUTHERN
BASEBALL WEEK 12 (Tues) *at Tampa
7 (Mon) MAINE VS VIRGINIA MILITARY INST. 13 (Wed) "TAMPA
ROLLINS VS WAKE FOREST 15 (Fri) at Warner Southern Coll
8 (Tues) VIRGINIA MILITARY INST. VS WAKE FOR- 16 (Sat) 'ECKERD
EST 17 (Sun) *at Eckerd
ROLLINS VS MAINE 19 (Tues) * F.l.T.
9 (Wed) WAKE FOREST VS MAINE 20 (Wed) *at F.l.T.
ROLLINS VS VIRGINIA MILITARY INST. 23 (Sat) at Central Florida
10 (Thurs) VIRGINIA MILITARY INST. VS MAINE 24 (Sun) CENTRAL FLORIDA
ROLLINS VS WAKE FOREST 27 (Wed) *ST. LEO
11 (Fri) WAKE FOREST VS VIRGINIA MILITARY 28 (Thurs) *at St. Leo
INST. MAY
ROLLINS VS MAINE 2 (Mon) at Central Florida
12 (Sat) MAINE VS WAKE FOREST 3 (Tues) at Stetson













19-21 al Lady Gator Invitational Gainesville
MARCH
18-20 PEGGY KIRK BELL INYIW10NAL Windermere
28-30 Illinois Summerfield Classic Tampa
APRIL
1-3 at Florida State Championships Miami G
15-17
MAY
at William and Mary Invitational Virginia
2-4 at Small College Championships Dubuque, IA L25-28 at 1988 NCAA Championships
at New Mexico State University,
















1 3397 Marie Drive


























Winter Park, FL 32789
Stephanie L. Albertson
55 Trismen Terrace
Winter Park, FL 32789
Mark J. Albury


















Coral Gables, FL 33156
Karen E. Aires
1 520 Columbian Drive
Punta Gorda, FL 33950
Paul G. Amarante
10 Mansfield Road
North Haven, CT 06473
Stephanie L. Amicon
101 Cottesmore Circle East
Longwood, FL 32779
John E. Amos







Dade City, FL 33525
Barbara B. Anderson
1 33 South 1 3th St.
Lewisburg, PA 17837
Gregory A. Anderson
1 4 High Meadows





1010 Third Ave., N.E.
Jamestown, ND 58401
Victor H. Angustia
707 Spring Creek Dr.
Richardson, TX 75081
JamesW. Annear
1515 S. Flagler Dr. #1903











78 West Brother Drive
Greenwich, CT 06830
Drew D. Arnold
2995 70 Street Southwest
Naples, FL 33999
Michelle P. Artiles
1627 Brickell Ave. Apt. 2301
Miami, FL 33129
Julie A. Ashby
240 Live Oak Road








3620 Northeast 1 6th Terr.











3095 N.W. 30th Way
Boca Raton, FL 33432
Sylvia Backus
3385 South Clayton Blvd.
Englewood, CO 801 10
Kami K. Bacon
20 B Whittlesey Avenue
New Milford, CT 06776
Frank U. Baensch






1 1 3 Shannon Rd.
Lafayette, LA 70503
Kane K. Baker
12525 Seminole Beach Rd.




















1 9 East 72 Street
New York, NY 10021
William B. Bankhead
Rd #2 Box 78












Watch Hill, Rl 02891
Catherine M. Barry




Brunswick, ME 0401 1
Scott C. Barry
3163 Hyde Park Ave.
Clearwater, FL 33519
Cindy L. Barter

























Glens Falls, NY 12801
Robert G. Beall
829 Mount Airy Rd.
Davidsonville, MD 21035
Christopher M. Beard
1 555 30 Ave.
Vero Beach, FL 32960
Michael W. Beares
6362 Aspen Glen Circle
Boynton Beach, FL 33437
Daniel J. Beaty
400 Majorca Avenue
Altamonte Springs, FL 32914
Scott K. Beck









2321 The Woods Lane
Lexington, KY 40502
Maria C. Bell
1 36 Radnor Street
Bryn Mawr, PA 191 10
James T. Bell, Jr.
Box 6336
Amelia Island, FL 32034
Eric P. Belleville




Oneonta, NY 1 3820
Joseph J. Bellini, III
2433 Green Hill Rd.
Lansdowne, PA 19050
Julian Benito-Delgado




1 105 Raymond Avenue














3722 Lake Orlando Parkway S.
Orlando, FL 32808
Mary C. Berg












855 Indian River Drive
Cocoa, FL 32922
Robert R. Berry
100 Rapid Creek Road
Sheridan, WY 82801
Stephen W. Berry
1 140 South Lake Sybelia Dr.
Maitland, FL 32751
Maria E. Bethell








West Des Moines, IA 50265
Karen A. Beverly
851 Miles Avenue #24
Winter Park, FL 32789
Thomas E. Bezemer
1 1 Farmington Rd.
Williamsville, NY 14221
Josh B. Bickford









3229 G. Whisper Lake Lane









41 33 Ridgeview Rd.















Gulf Breeze, FL 32561
Christopher D. Blau
1115 Fifth Avenue





















Winter Park, FL 32792
Kristin Bongiovanni
662 Madison St.
Fall River, MA 02720
Susan R. Bonito
28 Lake Drive South
Candlewood Knolls
New Fairfield, CT 06812
Rolf W. Bonnell
420 W. Wekiva Trail
Longwood, FL 32779
Virginia A. Booher
1 4904 Chestnut Ridge Court
Gaithersburg, MD 20878
Brian D. Boone


















Roque Saenz Pena 1070






6 Owings Stone Road
Barrington, I 02806
Robert L. Bowden







Winter Park, FL 32789
Kara F. Bowman















P.O. Box HM 504
Hamilton 5, Bermuda
Robert T. Boyle












135 Tall Oaks Dr.
Wayne, NJ 07470
Deborah K. Brian
1 229 Soda Creek Drive
Evergreen, CO 80439
Bernhard L. Brijbag















Boston, MA 021 16
Jennifer R. Brown
1 1 72 Foxhound Court
McLean, VA 22102
Susan B. Brown






215 E. Livingston Place
Metairie, LA 70005
Sydney L. Brumbelow
3808 Royal Palm Dr.
Bradenton, FL 33507
Francesco A. Bruno
426 San Sebastian Prdo
Altamonte Springs, FL 327
Jonathan L. Buchman
1 40 East 72nd Street









4475 No. Ocean Blvd. Apt. 408






Grosse Pointe Woods, Ml 48236
Melissa A. Burnside
238 East Main Street
Rockaway, NJ 07866
James E. Butera






8999 Le Valley Court
Orlando, FL 32819




614-5 N. Semoran Blvd.






Grosse Pointe Woods, Ml 48236
Donald G. Colder
1 64 East 72 Street
New York, NY 10021
Doyne K. Calvert














John E. Campbell III
22 Bagy Wrinkle Cove
Warren, Rl 02885







36 Harbor Hills Drive
Port Washington, NY 1 1050
Betsy T. Canfield
36 Harbor Hills Drive



























Convent Station, NJ 07961
Heidi Carlisle
6528 B Roble Drive
Winter Park, FL 32792
Susan E. Carlisle



















777 29th Ave. North
St. Petersburg, FL 33704
Ann K. Casey




Sea Girt, NJ 08750
Edward A. Casinoal
1008 Yarnell Avenue
Lake Wales, FL 33853
Craig M. Castle












1 842 Kreidt Drive
Orlando, FL 32818




9715 Arnon Chapel Road
Great Falls, VA 22066
Michelle A. Chin-onn




Fern Park, FL 32730
Judith L. Chisdes
P.O. Box 751
Fern Park, FL 32730
Carol J. Cimino
1 86 Middle Ridge
New Canaan, CT 06840
Richard M. Cipullo
3 Mallard Court

















6325 29 Avenue North



























Altamonte Springs, FL 32701
Kevin L. Cohen






8721 Hidden Pines Roar'
Fort Pierce, FL 33451
Brian D. Collins »
44 Woodland Dr. , •





9206 N.W. 14th PI.
Gainesville, FL 32606
Eleanor S. Collister
8616 La Sala Del Sur. N.E.
Albuquerque, NM 871 1 1
Kimberly L. Colquitt
1760 Pine Tree Road














27 West Commonwealth Dr.
Portland, ME 04103
Christopher J. Connelly
3379 Tarpon Woods Blvd.
Palm Harbor, FL 33563
Heather M, Conner
690 99th Ave. No. #101







Miller Place, NY 1 1764
Tamara B. Cook
27 SW 5 Way






3231 Forest Oaks Court








306 Northwest 1 1 Terrace




















5223 W. Wendoyer Ave.
High Point, NC 27260
Cesar Crespo II
340 Duet Ave.





2707 200 St. Andrews Blvd.

























3119 Martin Downs Blvd.
Palm City, FL 34990
Thomas H. Curran
8504 Sycamore Place
New Orleans, LA 701 18
Audra S. Cusac








Massapequa, NY 1 1758
Mark R. Daley
1070 Admont Ave.
Franklin Sq., NY 1 1010
Christopher C. Dann















1 5 Chelsea Drive
Fort Worth, TX 76134
Arthur J. Davidson
80 North Ave.









Forest Hills, NY 1 1 375
Timothy S. Davis
28 Neville Street
Tinton Falls, NJ 07724
Phillip X De Amezola
12555 S.W. 69 Ave.
Miami.FL 33156
Monique I De Boer
1098 Mt. Pleasant Road
Winnetka, IL 60093
Robert M. De Boisblanc
1 429 Southeast 1 4th Ave.
Ocala, FL 32671
Nicole J. De Dominicis
24 White Oak Dr.
Smithtown, NY 1 1787
Kendall A. De Matteo
830 South Ocean Boulevard
Palm Beach, FL 33480
Suzanne R. De Moss
91 Limoncillo Ext. Santa Maria
Rio Piedras PR 00927
Merle A. De Mott
389 South Lake Dr.
Palm Beach, FL 33480
Dylan A. De Nicola
1859-5 Hudson Crossing Road
Tucker, GA 30084
Alexis H. De Reguero
Manuel Benedito, #1
Madrid, Spain 28016
Lee L. De Rham
Rock Bottom Ranch
Gallatin Gateway, MT 59730
Natasha De Varona




Garden City, NY 1 1 530




4526 Sweetwater Lake Dr.
Tampa, FL 33613










1 1 Noble Woods Way





P.O. Box 21 1836
Anchorage, AK 99521
Elizabeth B. Dent






#1501 Sarasota, FL 33577
Stephen J. Di Giacomo



















1 0400 Nolan Dr.
Rockville, MD 20850
James E. Doane, Jr.















1 322 Navajo Court
Louisville, KY 40207
Shea L. Donnally
4126 Quail Run Drive
Danville, GA 94526
Richard W. Donner
5707 North Kent Avenue





2810 N.E. 42nd St.


















West Buxton, ME 04093
Richard T. Downey, Jr.




Boca Raton, FL 33434
Jennifer S. Dreier
58 Independence Dr.
East Brunswick, NJ 08816
Diana U. Driscoll




Winter Park, FL 32792
Genevieve Drury
Cond. Park Blvd. Apt. 509
Laurel St. 2305
Santurce, PR 00913







1 320 S. Lake Shipp Dr.
Winter Haven, FL 33880
Stephens W. Dunne
1 10 Washington Park Apt. 8
Newtonville, MA 02160
Melissa K. Dunston















126 West Alachua Lane





6262 43 Avenue North





1415 Southwest 12 Court
Fort Lauderdale, FL 33312
Margaret E. Eastham
P.O. Box 1641
Winter Garden, FL 32787
Lauren E. Eastwood






















1 832 Southeast 7 Street








1 27 West Fifth Street
Dunkirk, NY 1 4048
Willard A. Ellender











Stone Mountain, GA 30087
Bradford C. Emmet
Box 95, Route 2
Leesburg, VA 22075
Patrick M. Emmet




























Chevy Chase, MD 20815
Heather G. Estes
280 Toll Gate Road
South Glastonbury, CT 06073
Stephen B. Estes
280 Tollgate Road











161 Crown Point Circle
Longwood, FL 32779
Brandon R. Eyerly






Ronald W. Falconer, Jr.









102 Brantley Hall Lane
Longwood, FL 32750
Cecil E. Fannin III
P.O. Box 1 177
Ashland, KY 41 101
Lynn E. Fantuzzi
416 Colleen Ct.










Winter Park, FL 32789
Ralph E. Fegely
P.O. Box 878
Chadds Ford, PA 19317
Lauren L. Feher
151 Kingwood Dr.
Little Falls, NJ 07424
Robert A. Feher
151 Kingwood Dr.




















2846 Lion Heart Rd.
Winter Park, FL 32792
Stephen A. Ferruci
R.F.D. 1, Box 210
North Vassalboro, ME 04962
Matthew B. Fever
969 Park Avenue
New York, NY 10028
Lara M. Fichera
1 Brookside Drive








300 East 34th Street
Apartment 34 H
New York, NY 10016
Mary P. Finley












45 S. Turkey Hill Rd.
Greens Farm, CT 06436
Julie J. Fitzpatrick
320 Cambridge Blvd.
Winter Park, FL 32789
David R. Flanigan
436 Oyster Road
North Palm Beach, FL 33408
Rita B. Flanigan
8 Oneida Lane








225 Central Park West Apt. 705
New York, NY 10024
Nicholas J. Flemma
8315 North River Road
Milwaukee,WI 53217
Charles G. Flender
338 East 69 Street
New York, NY 10021
Mary M. Fletcher
28 Shelter Ln.
Locust Valley, NY 1 1 560
David G. Flynn
131 Tower Hill Dr.
Hanover, MA 02339
Kai Soon P. Fong
45 Newton Road
Singapore 1 1 30
Don W. Fontaine
433 East Grant St.
Orlando, FL 32806
Malcolm C. Forbes




Lake Worth, FL 33461
Kerry E. Fortune





Hockessin, DE 1 9707
Christian P. Foster
39 Harold E. Sweet Dr.
Attleboro, MA 02703
Diane C. Foster
2929 Antique Oaks Circle #51














3721 Upton St. N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20016
Shannon D. Freeman
55 Cornwells Beach Road









New Orleans, LA 701 18
Sylvia E. Froge




7288 18 Street N.E.




Eldon C. Fulgham, Jr.









2701 N.E. 8th St.
Pompano Beach, FL 33062
Jill E. Gable
P.O.Box 278
Winter Park, FL 32790
William E. Gailey, Jr.
335 St. Dunstan Way




















5 Royal Hunt Ln.
Pittsford, NY 1 4534
Kathryn E. Gardner
101 4 Temple Grove
Winter Park, FL 32789
Jill A. Garfunkel
88 Elk Avenue





4372 72 Avenue North
Pinellas Park, FL 33565
Alma B. Garrett
2334 St. Andrews Circle
Melbourne, FL 32901
Daniel R. Garrison, Jr.






1840 Northwest 107 Terrace

















2521 South Webster Ave.
Green Bay, Wl 54301
Jean M. Gibbons
146 Groton PI.
West Hempstead, NY 1 1 552
Bradford C. Gibbs










Av. Lomas Anahuac # 1 33, Ton
D- 1 602, Colonia Lomas Anahuc
Huizquilucan Mexico CP527
Lisa A. Gillespie
850 North Atlantic Ave., D 40
Cocoa Beach, FL 32931
Karen M. Gilmartin
55 Winding Way
Woodcliff Lake, NJ 07675
Kathryn G. Giltz
P.O. Box 2161
Winter Park, FL 32789
Shannon L. Goessling
251 Pearl Street
Ft. Myers Beach, FL 33931
Alison T. Gold
7 Loblolly Ct., Apt. #101







Winter Park, FL 32789
Aurora L. Gonzalez
4610 Southwest 89 Ave.
Miami, FL 33165
Carmen E. Gonzalez









429 E. Grant Street
Orlando, FL 32806
Susana R. Gonzalez















3722 Windom PI., N.W.
Washington, DC 20016
Elisabeth R. Gould
2701 No. Lake Drive
Milwaukee, Wl 5321 1
Pauline K. Grable
6625 Sheffield Lane
Miami Beach, FL 33141
Evelyn D. Grace
2000 Bett Mar Lane












Winter Park, FL 32792
Jeffrey W. Grasty
820 Viscaya Lane
Altamonte Springs, FL 32701
Gerald M. Gray
805 East Highland Drive
Altamonte Springs, FL 32701
Robert A. Green






4605 Brook Hollow Road N.W.
Atlanta, GA 30327
Jennifer R. Griffiths















Palm Springs, FL 33461
Gail M. Guenther
922 Sunnycrest Lane
Clairton, PA 1 5025
Michael L. Guli










Tuxedo Park, NY 10987
Tracy L. Haberle
RD #1, Box 96
West Hill Road





271 Shell Point East
Maitland, FL 32751
Jeffrey S. Hacker
271 Shell Point East
Maitland, FL 32751
Christopher T. Hage
4844 Pat Ann Terrace
Orlando, FL 32808
John P. Hage




New Canaan, CT 06840
Robert H. Haines















Ann Louise H. Hamilton
1 35 Preston Road
Columbus, OH 43209








St. Louis, MO 63124
David A. Harmon
13593 Brynwood Lane S.E.











1 152 Bradford Avenue
Charleston, SC 29412
Stephanie D. Harris
315 North Summit St.
Crescent City, FL 32012
Lucy G. Harrison
P.O. Box 3325





#9 San Jose Circle




Canada H 9 W 5 E 1
Nicole D. Hartwig
3920 Sutton Place # 1 04
Winter Park, FL 32792
Karin M. Hartzell
8 Birchwood Drive


































21 1 Shady Hollow
Casselberry, FL 32707
Seth D. Heine




















Daytona Beach, FL 32017
John T. Henry III
270 Rollingwood Tr.









San Antonio, TX 78217
Patricia Hernandez




























Altamonte Springs, FL 32714
John M. Hiebert
P.O. Box 125














12281 Northwest 8 Street
Plantation, FL 33325





Woodcliff Lake, NJ 07675
Michael T. Hodges
2900 Sand Lake Rd.
Longwood, FL 32779
Dana P. Hoffman
1265 Lake Willisara Cr.
Orlando, FL 32806
Kyle L. Hoffman
1 405 Paula Drive
Apopka, FL 32703
Tiffany L. Hogan
2751 Northeast 6th St.
Pompano Beach, FL 33062
John E. Holbrook
Killington Pico Motor Inn






133 Park Shores Circle #5E












Lake Forest, IL 60045
Heather L. Holman
250 Butler Drive











615 37th Street South
St. Petersburg, FL 3371
1
Jennifer S. Horowitz
24 Cannon Hill Dr.









New Vernon, NJ 07976
Laura L. Housel
1 4724 Tall Tree Drive
Lutz, FL 33549
Shawn E. Howard




Altamonte Springs, FL 32701
Lance F. Howden
5400 Toronto Road
West Palm Beach, FL 33415
Nancy A. Hower
608 Wishing Well Road
Wyckoff, NJ 07481
Julie B. Hoyt
51 Powder Horn Drive
Ridgefield, CT 06877
Caroline M. Hubble
1 363 Buckingham Road
Winter Park, FL 32789
Andrea M. Hubbs
1 740 Via Palermo












Fort Myers, FL 33907
Mark P. Huggins
1 73 Riverside Dr.
New York, NY 1 0024
Anne M. Hughes
312 Old Church Rd.
Greenwich, CT 06830
Paul R. Hughes
300 Pleasant Pines Avenue
Centerville, MA 02632
James L. Hulbert, Jr.
2270 Coldstream Drive








200 El Vedado Way
Palm Beach, FL 33480
Elizabeth E. Hurt
1 1 20-A Cheney Hwy.
Titusville, FL 32780
Ellen G. Huston




West Caldwell, NJ 07006
Kenneth L. Hyde
813 Muir Terrace





4180 Coral Hills Drive
Coral Springs, FL 33065
Simon M. Illman




P.OO. Box 56 1025
Orlando, FL 32806





7983 Shadow Hill Drive
La Mesa, CA 92041
James C. Innocent









9605 Red Gate Drive
River Ridge, LA 70123
Ira J. Jackson
1 553 Carr St.
Raleigh, NC 27608
Laura S. Jackson
1 1 Lawton Lane
Salisbury, NC 28144
William H. Jackson




Hicksville, NY 1 1801
Tyrone L. Jaeger





























Colts Neck, NJ 07722
Craig M. Johnson
1481 Smugglers Cove
Vero Beach, FL 32963
Dawn M. Johnson
4245 Bear Gully Road
Winter Park, FL 32792
Heidi N. Johnson
2530 Hope Lane West
Lake Park, FL 33410
Jennifer K. Johnson
28 Farm Hill Road


















Deep River, CT 06417
Stephanie A. Johnson
31 1 Springlake Drive
Naples, FL 33940
Todd M. Johnson




New Orleans, LA 701 15
Amanda E. Johnston
726 Weed Street















Old Greenwich, CT 06870
John S. Joplin





South Harwich, MA 02661
Margaret M. Joseph
85 Munroe St.
Boston, MA 021 19
Michelle L. Joyce
65 Robinwood Dr.














818 East Harwood Street
Orlando, FL 32803
Marnie A. Kalil
12721 N.W. 1st St.
Plantation, FL 33325
Nancy B. Kallinger
1 800 Hickory Knoll
Deerfield, IL 60015
Dawn M. Kamm
1 194 D Redman St.
Orlando, FL 32809
Kevin J. Kapusta
10 Flax Mill Lane
Milford, CT 06460
David B. Karch




Harrison, NY 1 0528
David E. Katz
2 Suhl Lane
Monsey, NY 1 0952
Susan A. Kaufman
Rt. 2 Winchester Rd.
Claiborne Paris, KY 40361
Elizabeth A. Kearney
3820 Gulf Blvd. Apt. 604
St. Petersburg, FL 33706
Mary M. Kebbon
333 East 68 Street
New York City, NY 10021
Steven A. Kelley
44 Trundy Road
Cape Elizabeth, ME 04107
Carolyn B. Kellogg
44 Windsor Avenue
Buffalo, NY 1 4209
Justin K. Kellogg
55 Windsor Avenue
Buffalo, NY 1 4209
Kimberly Kemper
21469 Avalon Drive
Rocky River, OH 44116
Kimberlee M. Kendrick
1765 N.W. Palmetto Court
Stuart, FL 34994
Kristin L. Kendrick







New Orleans, LA 701 18
Christian T. Keogler







Winter Park, FL 32792
Troy L. Kessinger
313 Birch Terr.
Winter Springs, FL 32708
Elizabeth D. Key


















9747 S.W. 106 Terr.
Miami, FL 33176
Aaron L. Kindel
703 St. Michael Lane
Altamonte Springs, FL 32714
Macy T. Kingsbury
Apt. DO 6-2197
El Dorado, Panama 6
Republic of Panama








875 Old England Avenue






1 1285 Bank Road
Cincinnati, OH 45247
Jennifer M. Klein




Lake Saint Louis, MO 63367
Kurt A. Koehler










Farmington Hills, Ml 48018














1 209 West Darwin St.
Charleston, SC 29412
John D. Kovitch




Franklin Lakes, NJ 07417
Erika A. Kramer
1816 Wood Valley Drive
Carmel, IN 46032
Daniel L. Krauss
7 Country Club Rd.






















Winter Park, FL 32789
Frederick L. LaFage
8 New City Street
Essex, CT 06426
James C. LaFollette
1282 S. Pennsylvania Ave.
Winter Park, FL 32789
Morcelle Y. LaGarde







New Canaan, CT 06840
Sheree L. Ladove
3560 South Ocean Drive
Apartment 401
Palm Beach, FL 33480
Day E. LaGuardia
3140 Northwest 107 Avenue





1111 N. Bumby Ave.
Orlando, FL 32803
Timothy J. Laird
214 Old Harbor Road
Chatham, MA 02633
Elizabeth R. Lamb
1 1590 Point Drive


















4220 Lake Haven Boulevard
Sebring, FL 33870
Britt A. Larsen
6405 Old Sauk Road
Madison, Wl 53705
Tawn L. Larsen




West Newton, MA 02165
Kendra J. Lasher
8 Tahoe Lane
Sea Ranch Lakes, FL 33308
Kimberly E. Laskoff
8017 Lake Waunatta Dr.





26 Old Sandown Road
Chester, NH 03036
Jillian G. Leckey
1 1 3 Bristol Road
Fayetteville.NY 13066
Janelle Z. Lee
1 168 Neal Street, N.E.
Washington, DC 20002
Jonathan C. Lee
4730 Harris Trail N.W.
Atlanta, GA 30327
Lisa L. Leffler
1774 Lake Berry Drive
Winter Park, FL 32789
Richard J. Lehr
176 Christopher Drive
West Seneca, NY 14224
Edmond H. Leidesdorf
203 South Lake Tr.
Palm Beach, FL 33480
Charlotte N. Lenssen









310 East 75th Street
New York, NY 10021
Julianne M. Lewis








St. Croix, VI 00820
William P. Liebe
1 577 Kehrs Mill Rd.
Chesterfield, MO 63017
Scott R. Liebel






319 South Union Street
Alexandria, VA 22314
Vicky M. Linebarier
1 308 Center Ave.
Ocoee, FL 32761
Declan J. Link
1 000 Arogan Avenue








1 7525 Masters Pointe Ct.
Baton Rouge, LA 70810
Emily R. Lockhart
1060 Laurel Way
Beverly Hills, CA 90210
Erik J. Loder







New Canaan, CT 06840
Devin B. Long
1 5669 Century Lake Drive
Chesterfield, MO 63017
Elissa M. Long




Memphis, TN 381 17
Christine A. Look
1 28 Willow Pond Lane
Ponte Vedra Beach, FL 32082
Kevin M. Lowe
104 E. Shearwater Ct.
Port Liberte
























13188 White Violet Drive
Naples, FL 33999
Kimberly A. Mackoul
10 10th Street #42
Atlantic Beach, FL 32233
Joseph L. Maer






Route 6, Box 487
Grove, OK 74344
Kathleen A. Mahar
1 2 Malmros Terrace
Poughkeepsie, NY 12601
Gretchen D. Mahnensmith










Bronxville, NY 1 0708
Perrie E. Maicolmson
7251 S.W. 133 Terrace
Miami, FL 33156
Jennifer L. Malm
701 Northeast 153 Street
Miami, FL 33162








Winter Park, FL 32789
Leopoldo A. Manzanilla
7101 S.W. 92 St.
Miami, FL 33156
Kristin L. Marcin
Post Office Box 1 4388
Bradenton, FL 34280
Jose M. Marina
2131 Winter Park Rd.





5307 Mill Runn Drive
Marietta, GA 30067
Peter B. Maroney, Jr.
708 Malin Road
Newtown Square, PA 19073
Eric K. Marshall
221 South Chancellor Street









8347 Blue Cypress Dr.





P.O. Box 1 154
Hamilton, Bermuda
Leah C. Mason
21 Broome Island Rd.
Port Republic, MD 20676
Michelle A. Mason
932 S.W. 34 Ave.
Boynton Beach, FL 33435
Robert C. Mason
224 Paine Farm Road
Duluth, MN 55804
Amy B. Massey
































Fair Haven, NJ 07704
Patricia A. McCabe
1201 Arlington Place
Winter Park, FL 32789
Kelly A. McCaffrey
106 Maywood Road
West Norwalk, CT 06883
Kathleen M. McCarry
9 Fenwood Dr.











1 Clover Hill Road
Poughkeepsie, NY 12603
Dennis M. McDaniel, Jr.
1 193 Hampton Park





















5 Post Oak Pk, Suite 1 220
Houston, TX 77027
Denise M. McKeown
2200 N. Atlantic Ave., #202












Winter Springs, FL 32707
Monica Y. McNeil
5918 N.W. 21st St.
Lauderhill, FL 33313
Malcolm W. Mead
Box 12, King Road
Etna, NH 03750
Stanley B. Mead
10255 S.W. 55 Avenue
Miami, FL 33156
Kelly A. Meade
















8500 Magnolia Homes Road
Orlando, FL 32810
Christine Melucci
385 3 Ave. No.
Naples, FL 33940
Gabriel A. M. Mendez
970 B East Michigan
Orlando, FL 32806
Roberto A. Mendez
970 B East Michigan
Orlando, FL 32806
Andrew W. Menyhart
1790 Bay Shore Drive









Bradenton Beach, FL 33510
Michael D. Metcalf
2798 Pelham Road North


























1333 Monte Largo, N.E.
Albuquerque, NM 871 12
Maria C. Minini
46 Dandy Dr.
Cos Cob, CT 06807
LisaMarie Minutaglio
1111 Vi Lakeview Drive











61 1 F. Fenton Place






Lookout Mountain, TN 37350
Estelle-Marie Montgomery
1 Neal Drive
East Brunswick, NJ 08816
Michelle B. Montrichard
5750 Collins Avenue
Miami Beach, FL 33140
Allison M. Moore
2067 South Halifax Dr.
Daytona Beach, FL 32018
Brian T. Moore
707 Lakeside Drive
North Palm Beach, FL 33408
Jennifer Moore






960 Crystal Lake Drive Apt. 203
Pompano Beach, FL 33064
Eva Moral



















1 08 Suffolk Court
Longwood, FL 32779
De Lesseps S. Morrison
4418 Hamilton Street
New Orleans, LA 701 18
Donna Morrow
300 Knowles Ave. #14






4120 N.W. 99th Ave.
Coral Springs, FL 33065
Valerie Morse






623 Round Hill Road
Indianapolis, IN 46260
Danielle M. Moss
2 Sleepy Hollow Road
Edison, NJ 08820
Jennifer N. Moss













5515 Mount Vernon Parkway
Atlanta, GA 30327
Anita R. Muench
6629 S.W. 62nd Terrace
Miami, FL 33143
Steven L. Mullis
209 S. Cove Terrace











1 280 Northwest 8 Street
Boca Raton, FL 33432
Christine A. Murno
985 Pellam Blvd.
Port Charlotte, FL 33948
Donna L. Murphy






















Francis J. Myers III
1 045 Sentry Lane
Gladwyne, PA 1 9035
Brian M. Myrtetus


























Winter Park, FL 32792
Paul M. Needham
525 Darcey Drive














1970 Old Lake Pike
Memphis, TN 381 19
Stephanie M. Nelson






3205 Honey Hill Lane
Lexington, KY 40502
Kristi L. Nielson
70 Lanternback Island Drive






Bonita Springs, FL 33923
Brian C. Nolan
1 09 Ocean Pine Terrace
Jupiter, FL 33477
Nicole T. Nordling












823 Three Mile Drive
Grosse Pointe, Ml 48230
Karen L. Noto
804 Elmwood Drive





1 40 Angus Lane
Athens, GA 30607
Raymond A. O'Brien
7 Peter Cooper Road










St. Croix, VI 00820
David T. O'Shaughnessy
168 East 74th Street
New York, NY 10021
Constance L. O'Sullivan







St. Louis, MO 63124





5871 100th Ave. No.
Pinellas Park, FL 33565
Christine E. Oelsner
Shibui, P.O. Box 2458
St. Thomas, VI 00801
Mark S. Oldham












8 Field Ridge Road





1 368 John Anderson Dr.
Ormond Beach, FL 32074
Kelly A. Ortwein
63 No. Elm St.
Wallingford, CT 06492
Tina M. Osceola
5870 20th Ave. S.W.
Naples, FL 33999
Sharon R. Ostern
Laurel Rd., Box 248 B
Pound Ridge, NY 10576
Laura B. Ottaviani
464 Bluffview Dr.








151 St. Francis Woods Rd.
Madison, CT 06443
David T. Page
6544 Hickory Trail South
Indianapolis, IN 46203
Diane M. Palmer
423-A W. Brian Place
Chicago, IL 60657
Manuel Papir
720 Northeast 182 Street











107 Pine Needle Lane
Altamonte Springs, FL 32714
James D. Parker
561 North East 33 Court
Pompano Beach, FL 33064
Nicole P. Parriott
45 Godwin Lane
St. Louis, MO 63124
Jon P. Paschetto
136 Melwood Ave.
East Longmeadow, MA 01028
Sara L. Passaretti
131 Hatch Hill Road
Vernon, CT 06060
Bonnie E. Pastor
846 Northwest 66th Avenue
Plantation, FL 33317
Patricia L. Patterson




Winter Park, FL 32792
John P. Pellecchia
8208 Waterline Drive






Memphis, TN 381 19
William W. Pence
1024 Paseo Del Mar
Palos Verdes Est., CA 90274
Craig S. Penn
397 Old Mine Brook Road











1310 Palm Springs Dr.
Apopka, FL 32703
Valerie L. Perry
4342 S.W. Dundee Court






Hyde Park, MA 02136
Richard Petrilli
904 Sycamore Ln.
Altamonte Springs, FL 32714
Stephen S. Petrin
1 46 West Main Street
Ware, MA 01082
Pamela A. Petry
2829 E. Northern Parkway
Baltimore, MD 21214
Jon J. Pfaff




Chatham Township, NJ 07928
Basem W. Pharaon


















737 Bay Vista Blvd. So.






Bel Air, MD 21014
Brian R. Plane




Ft. Worth, TX 761 16
Beth Plotkin
336 Central Park West
New York, NY 1 0025
John M. Pokorny
204 Wood Spring Road
Gwynedd Valley, PA 19437
Amalia C. Pollicina




South Bend, IN 46614
Heidi A. Pomeroy








Key Biscayne, FL 33149
Christopher N. Port
6 Springhollow Road
Centerport, NY 1 1721
Renee R. Porter
437 Huntmere Dr.
Bay Village, OH 44140
Monica H. Posse
1 030 Sentry Lane
Gladwyne, PA 1 9035
Nicole A. Pote
383 Michigan Road
New Canaan, CT 06840
William B. Potter, Jr.
Route 4, Box 442
Easton, MD 21601
Jacqueline C. Potts
1 1600 Southwest 81 Road
Miami, FL 33156
Melissa C. Powell





Battle Creek, Ml 49017
Stephanie I. Powers
1 Wellington Avenue
New Rochelle, NY 10804
Juan R. Pradilla
3100 N.E. 49th Street
#912






Owings Mills, MD 21 1 17
Carrie E. Price




Cedar Rapids, IA 52403
Barbara R. Pryzgocki
906 Bishop Dr.
Altamonte Springs, FL 32701
Marc J. Puccinelli


















2031 West Tournament Drive
Apopka, FL 32703
David A. Raber
29299 Gates Mills Blvd.
Pepper Pike, OH 44124
Darla K. Radtka







2562 Red Valley Rd., N.W.
Atlanta, GA 30305
Steven C. Ramsey
430 Old Church Rd.
Greenwich, CT 06830
Matthew T. Randak




Little Rock, AR 72207
Heidi J. Rath
41 1 E. Rosewood





154 Indian Rock Rd.
New Canaan, CT 06840
Kelley Reagan
10 Hastings Road
Old Westbury, NY 1 1 568
Lara E. Rebak
820 Minsi Trail









Winter Park, FL 32792
Jennifer K. Reed
121 Beaumont Drive
Newtown, PA 1 8940
David A. Reeves





James O. Reid, Jr.
1530 Park Ave.
Richmond, VA 23220
John R. Reid, Jr.






1 1 09 Dora Way
Mt. Dora, FL 32757
Simon T. Renner





Winter Park, FL 32789
Douglas A. Richard









50 East 93 Street
#B 305
Brooklyn, NY 1 1212
Keith E. Riley
296 Monroe Avenue
River Edge, NJ 07661
Tamara Rivera

















Rio De Jan, Brazil 22460
Elizabeth C. Robinson
135 Reef Road
Palm Beach, FL 33480
Isabel C. Roca
3 1 40 Estates Dr.
Pompano Beach, FL 33069
Geoffrey P. Rodie







104 Lake Brantley Terr.
Longwood, FL 32779
Michelle M. Rodriguez





















The Red House, Dean Lane
Cookham Dean, Berkshire
S L 69 B D England
Philip J. Roofthooft
The Red House, Dean Lane,
Cookham Dean, Berkshire
S L 6 9 B D England
Dennis M. Rosa
3210 Northeast 23 Avenue
Lighthouse Point, FL 33064
Matthew M. Rose



















































128 North Sunset Circle
P.O. Box 1 171
Hopkinsville, KY 42240
Sally Ruppenthal
7604 Mabel Louise Lane
Orlando, FL 32819
Christina G. Russell
3005 Fort Charles Drive
Naples, FL 33940
Patricia A. Russo

















Palm Beach Gardens, FL 33410
Shampa Saha
30338 Cheviot Hills Drive
Franklin, Ml 48025
Carrie L. Saia
10100 Burton Glen Drive
Potomac, MD 20850
Daniel H. Sallick













R.D. #3, Box 4360
Montpelier, VT 05602
Kimberly K. Sankpill
163rd & Kenneth Road
Stilwell, KS 66085
Miguel Santo-Domingo




Hunt Valley, MD 21030
Jennifer L. Sargent
R.D. #1, Box 4020





3613 Wood Valley Road
Atlanta, GA 30319
Hans C. Saunders
P.O. Box N 7030
Nassau, Bahamas
Michael P. Savage
302 Country Club Drive
Batesville, IN 47006




1 1040 N.W. 28 St.
Coral Springs, FL 33065
Crista M. Schaible
1 40 South Main Street






South Bend, IN 46635
Kristen P. Schilo
44 Fifth Street
Valley Stream, NY 1 1581
Shani A. Schmidt
1361 S.W. 17 St.
Boca Raton, FL 33486
Catherine C. Schmitt
37 Midway Avenue
Locust Valley, NY 1 1 560
Trent R. Schneider
4980 Courtland Loop





1462 N.W. 97th Terrace
Coral Springs, FL 33065
Faith T. Schwartzman
16 Goodale Circle














1300 East Walnut St.
Rogers, AR 72756
Julie D. Seligson
302 Robin Hill Dr.









150 Moeller St., Apt. 17B








2905 West Main Street
Muncie, IN 47304
Charles J. Shepherdson
1117 North Gaillard St.
Alexandria, VA 22304
Laura C. Sherman




Winter Springs, FL 32708
Peter M. Siedem
1 3 Lillian Lane





1 700 Venetian Way
Winter Park, FL 32789
Claude A. Silver
524 Camino Del Monte Sol
Santa Fe, NM 87501
Karen E. Silverstein
5 Glenmere PI.
Old Bridge, NJ 08857
Anita A. Simpson
1 24 Canterbury Hill
San Antonio, TX 78209
Leslie A. Simpson
1521 Tara Lane



















414 Park North Court
Winter Park, FL 32789
Julie M. Sloan
1060 Third St., Apt. 7





3985 Lake Mira Drive
Orlando, FL 32817
Helen M. Smetheram













812 North Ocean Blvd. #304
Pompano Beach, FL 33062
Kelli L. Smith
1117 Royal Oak Dr.






Fort Lauderdale, FL 33301
Steven W. Smith
3010 Vistapoint Road
Midlothian, VA 231 13
Charles C. Smith III
5039 Timiquana Rd. #47
Jacksonville, FL 32210
Warren J. Smith III
1736 34th Ave.
Vero Beach, FL 32960
George T. Smith, IV
3010 Vistapoint Road
Midlothian, VA 231 13
Katherine L. Smith-Crapps




San Marino, CA 91 108
Gina M. Solano






104 Woodland Park Rd.
Grand Rapids, MN 55744
Lori G. Sordyl







52 Country Club Drive
Shelter Island, NY 1 1964
Mark A. Spear
46 Young Avenue

















Canada Nl S3 N5
Jennifer S. Staiger










San Jose, Costa Rica
Samuel A. Stark
7605 Mountain Road N.E.
Albuquerque, NM 871 10
Cynthia H. Starsmeare






2715 N.W. 23 Terrace
Gainesville, FL 32605
Kim D. Steinberg
4386 JIBBoom Ct., #2D
Fort Myers, FL 33907
Tracy A. Stetson
1 19 Live Oak Lane
Altamonte Springs, FL 32714
Lisa H. Stevenson
721 1 Elm Court




Alexander D. Stewart III
670 No. Jentilly Lane
#102
Chandler, AZ 85226

















Rye Beach, NH 03871
Thomas J. Streetar
623 Third Avenue Northeast






Palm Springs, FL 33461
Mary W. Stubbs
319 Live Oak Road






R.R. 1, Box 227





1210 S.E. 14 St.
Ocala, FL 32671
Christian M. Swann
1 47 Virginia Dr.
Winter Park, FL 32789
Leslie M. Swanson













Commack, NY 1 1725
Albert J. Tagg, Jr.
Box 87, Drinkwater Road
Hampton Falls, NH 03844
Troy G. Taggart
530 Eisenhower Drive
Point Pleasant, NJ 08742
Julie K. Taggert
828 Highland Park Court
Nashville, TN 37205
Sandra Tananbaum
21 Baldwin Farms No.
Greenwich, CT 06830
Marina Tanco
P.O. Box SS 6457
Nassau, Bahamas
Lawrence R. Taschenberger
560 North Lake Pleasant Road
Apopka, FL 32712
Amanda L. Tate














Pinellas Park, FL 33565
Allison B. Teger
18 Beaver Ridge Rd.
Morris Plains, NJ 07950
Ellen S. Tepfer
8 1 32 Northwest 68 Terrace
Tamarac, FL 33319
Gary S. Teplis


























West Springfield, MA 01089
Henry B. Thomas, Jr.
208 Bayard Lane
Princeton, NJ 08540
Maurice C. Thompson III
354 Nod Hill Rd.
Wilton, CT 06897




4083 Coral Springs Dr.





1 177 California Street #923
San Francisco, CA 94108
Jennifer L. Tillis
1 1 55 Reef Road





1 1 1 Indian Ln.














6161 51 Street, South
St. Petersburg, FL 33715
James K. Toomey










New Bedford, MA 02740
Linda S. Tranter
2105 Howell Branch Road #56G
Maitland, FL 32751
Stacey L. Trefts
38 Wells Hills Road
Weston, CT 06883
Michael H. Truax
80 Old Farm Rd.
Newark, DE 1971
1
George R. Truitt, Jr.
































Virginia Beach, VA 23454
Peter S. Upson
5440 N. Pleasant Avenue
Fresno, CA 9371
1
Anne S. Van Derzee
1 1 92 Park Avenue
New York, NY 10128
Scott M. Van Houten
1250 Old Marlboro Rd.
Concord, MA 01742
Pieter T. Van Schaick
P.O. Box 315








100 Park Avenue— 1 108








251 Indian Harbor Road
Vero Beach, FL 32963
Paul T. Vernon
223A Welborne Ave.
Winter Park, FL 32789
Roberta R. Victor
1610 Evergreen Park Lane
Olympic, WA 98502
Noel D. Villajuan
R.D. 1 , Butternut Hill
Glens Falls, NY 12801
Lisa C. Vincent
4111 N.E. 31st Ave.






East Williston, NY 1 1 596
Caroline Von Butekist
4410 North Landmark Drive
Orlando, FL 32807
Andrea Von Eitzen
320 South Ocean Blvd.
Delray Beach, FL 33444
John L. Wacker
699 Boston Post Road
Weston, MA 02193
Joanna W. Wahl
1 Pin Oak Drive
Roslyn, NY 1 1576
Adam R. Waldman
1030 S.E. 7th Avenue
Pompano Beach, FL 33062
Bettina Walker










2739 Northwest 47th Terrace













St. Joseph, Ml 49085
Sutan A. Warren
3665 Daleview Drive





3748 Idlebrook Circle #210
Casselberry, FL 32707
Timothy H. Watkint
561 1 Northwest 32nd Street
Gainesville, FL 32606
Mary Brent Watton















4224 Rounding Run Rd.
Matthews, NC 28105
Heidi J. Weiler
2475 So. Tropical Tr.
Merritt Island, FL 32952
Nicole C. Well*
1056 Spirit Lake Road
Winter Haven, FL 33880
Sutan L. West
374 New Canaan Road
Wilton, CT 06897
Kelly A. Westerfield
370 High Brook Drive Northeast
Atlanta, GA 30342
Heather V. Wheary
271 Ravine Forest Dr.





21 1 Holt Avenue, Apt. 3




George W. White, Jr.
Rt. 1 , Box 39 "Foxwood"
Middleburg, VA 221 17
Richard P. Whitlow
1 108 North 475 East
Chesterton, IN 46304
William J. Wiedner
225 Lincoln St. A-5
Duxbury, MA 02332
Kurt A. Wilbur
175 North Springlake Drive
Altamonte Springs, FL 327 1
4
Michael C. Wilde






326 Park North Court
Winter Park, FL 32789




1 60 Cherry Street
Denver, CO 80220
John C. Williams
774 Boston Post Road
Rye, NY 10580
Hiquita L. Williams

















Chevy Chase, MD 20815
Louisa R. Winkelman




St. Louis, MO 63123
Shakir A. Wissa
400 East Colonial Dr.
Orlando, FL 32803
Marnie A. Wochna
2095 N.W. 30 Road
Boca Raton, FL 33431
Victoria L. Wochna
2095 Northwest 30th Road
Boca Raton, FL 33431
Regan C. Wohlfarth
1 160 North Federal #416








907 Old England Ave.




Johnstown, PA 1 5905
Jennifer H. Wolef
671 Hendler Road
Severna Park, MD 21 146
John K. Wolforth
14 Sabal Island Drive
Ocean Ridge, FL 33435
Paul C. Wollmann




West Newtown, MA 02165
Jill N. Wood






2001 A 46 Paris Southwest
Naples, FL 33999
Mitchell Woods


















201 Monroe Avenue T.H. #2
Maitland, FL 32751
Mark C. Young
Route 1 , The Dwellings
Apt. 5-B
Johnsonville, SC 29555

















1 04 Hillcrest Park Road
Cos Cob, CT 06807
Dale J. Zanowski
8416 Arbor Gate Ct.
Orlando, FL 32819
Mimi Zatuchni



















1 1 05 Park Avenue




Winter Park, FL 32789




305 West 78 Street
New York, NY 1 0024




